Tech Day
Friday, Oct. 2, 2009 – Fulton 250

Morning Keynote (9am and 10am):
Bijan Sabet, General Partner, Spark Capital

A Boston College alumnus, Bijan led Spark’s investments in Boxee, Bug Labs, OMGPOP, SendMe, the Platform (acquired by Comcast), Tumblr and one of the hottest firms in tech - Twitter. A seasoned start-up exec, Bijan has held positions at WebTV (sold to Microsoft), Moxi, and GameLogic.

Afternoon Keynote (2pm and 3pm):
Stephen Kaufer, President & CEO, TripAdvisor

Steve co-founded TripAdvisor in 2000, and has remained to grow the unit as an operating company of Expedia, Inc. Today, Newton-based TripAdvisor is the world’s largest online travel community, and the largest Web 2.0 firm in the Northeast.

Co-sponsored by The Information Systems Dept., The IS Academy, BCVC, and the Graduate TechClub